HOLIDAY
ACCESSORIES
Cinch Your Style with Belts
•

Cinch your dress, long top, or top coat in style
with a beaded or metallic waist belt. Make a
statement with a medium sized embellished belt
giving an everyday look or your coat instant flair.

Drape Yourself with Jewels
•

•

Add glitz to an outfit pairing a statement
necklace. Crystals add sparkle to any outfit
elevating your outfit. Drape a statement shorter
necklace to pop under a blazer, jacket or with a
turtleneck.
Bold beaded and statement feather earrings
add a touch of glam from everyday looks to
black tie.
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Embellished Belts

Beaded Earrings

Crystal
Statement Necklace

Decdadent High Heels

Footwear with Flair
•

•

Embellished flats or flats with crystals and beads
add instant glam. Add loafers with design details
such as animals skin, chains, zippers, or a
statement heel for office to evening.
Design details such as feathers, rich velvet,
luxurious metallic add luxury to your shoes. Opt
for strappy heels with beads to dress up leather
leggings, pants, or elevate a dress.

Holiday Handbags
•

Add everyday elegance to a work or daytime
outfit pairing a bold color satchel or over the
shoulder bag in a festive color or design.

Elbow Gloves

Metallic/Embellished Clutch
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•

Bordeaux, merlot, emerald green or a striking
blue.
Crystals, beading, and metallic embellishment
on a clutch dress up a LBD, cocktail dress, or
evening outfit.

Polished Pizzazz with Gloves & Scarves
•
•
•
•

Drape a rich colored scarf with a bit of
embellishment or crystals around your shoulders
at an event, or over your jacket.
Fur scarves add a bit of luxury to a dress,
sweater, blouse, or paired with a jacket.
Slip into a gorgeous pair of gloves that have
feather, beaded, leather, or suede cuffs. The
more flair the better.
Three quarter length gloves or elbow gloves
dress up any outfit from brunch to evening
cocktails. This style is not just for black tie.
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